Beams are now being optimized specifically for dynamic treatment in which the patient is scanned beneath a beam that is narrow in at least one transverse dimension. We present desired phase-space characteristics of these beams and give beam measurements for some solutions obtained. A new method for field flattening is described that results in more uniform treatment fields than those taken from the relatively flat central regions of very wide pion beams (25-35 cm FWHM).
Common to both static and dynamic treatments is the problem of maintaining good quality control of beams from a secondary channel. A major contributor to therapy beam variation has been change in electron contamination due to change in target geometry and proton beam steering. The electron variation problem is described, and a solution is presented that has been realized as a result of a new target geometry that allows some control of the electron fraction. 
The degrader designed to decrease the pion momentum spread introduces a difference in the central momentum of the pion and electron beams of 1.7% at 167 MeV/c as measured by the last bending magnet BM03 used as a magnetic spectrometer7; the p.-r difference is 1.4%.
Due to multiple scattering and -interaction losses, the X-distribution of all particles is biased toward the thin part of the wedge, but in differing amounts. The separation of e-from rr-in both momentum and position at the wedge leads to spatial separation at the treatment location as most therapy tunes have nonzero spatial dispersion ri6 and nonzero magnification rll from the wedge to the channel exit. The centroids of the Ti and e distributions at the treatment location differ by up to 7 cm for different therapy tunes; the p--Tr-centroid differences are comparable.
Impact Of Off-Center Contamination on Treatment Planning
Although more pions are present per unit total dose on one side of the treatment field than on the other, our present treatment method is based on uniformity of the total dose across the field. The treatment volume is always centered on the channel axis, reducing complication in patient preparation. The total dose profile is also centered on the channel axis; if the profile is not perfectly symmetrical, the 85% falloff points on each side of the beam are centered. To achieve a centered total dose scan in the bend plane, the centroid of the pion beam is displaced, using BM03, from the channel axis on the side opposite the contamination. As electron fraction changes, readjustment of BM03 is required to center the total dose scan. This mis-steering of the pion beam can cause asymmetrical beam loss in the last five quadrupole magnets producing skewed pion distributions.
Water-Cooled Target
A final solution to this problem has awaited the development of the water-cooled pyrolytic graphite production target8 shown in Fig. 2 
Measurement of Electron Production
Using the time-of-flight method, we measure electrons as a function of the target vertical position. The e-/Tr fraction is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the average thickness of pyrocarbon between the proton beam and the entrance to the channel. The full proton beam is intercepted by the thick part of the target for the upper three data points only. For those data points corresponding to the beam partially hitting the thick part of the target, the average carbon thickness for y-ray conversion is calculated using the proton beam distribution measured with the target scan method.
The relationship between e/rr and carbon thickness is approximately linear as expected (neglecting rr-absorption) for riT y rays converting in the intervening carbon. The slope is 0.09 e-/rr-at the channel exit per cm of carbon. At zero intervening carbon thickness, e/rr is still 0.04; we can account for most of these electrons using the observed conversion rate in carbon.
We estimate a contribution of 0.015 e-/rtt due to conversion in the target box vacuum window and 0.02 e-/1T-due to internal conversion 1T0oe+e-y. The electron beam has excellent momentum resolution measured at the focal plane indicating that the electrons do come primarily from the target or from target y's converting in the window. The lowest point on Fig. 3 was obtained with a very low mass target made of a series of 1/16" diameter graphite rods suspended in the beam. The pion rate with this target is only 1% of the full production target. As this data point is consistent with the other data, we conclude that the large mass of carbon in the production target on the side away from the proton beam is not important in electron production.
The presence of the degrader complicates the calculation of e-/rr-at the target from the measurement at the channel exit. Ignoring the differing interactions between e-and rr in the wedge, the ratio at the target is 0.014 e-/rTT per g/cm2 of carbon at 700 and 185
MeV/c. Only the pion decay factor (0.30) and a 15% correction for muons under the pion time-of-flight peak have been applied. Measurements will be repeated without the wedge since the correction for it could be 10 to 20 percent.
Operation of the Target
The electron contamination is minimized by placing the sloped carbon edge as close to the center of the proton beam as possible without losing beam on target. 
